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Alien intelligence in our society 

And in the Global Consciousness? 
____________________________________ 

 

San Francisco, CA (August 19, 2013)  –– From two of the world’s most prominent ex-
perts on crop circles and UFOs comes their latest book, On the Edge of Reality: Hidden 
Technology, Powers of the Mind, Quantum Physics, Paranormal Phenomena, Orbs, 
UFOs, Harmonic Transmissions, and Crop Circles. Popular authors Colin Andrews and 
Synthia Andrews are presenting new, witnessed evidence of an alien intelligence that is 
establishing a presence in the a global consciousness and endeavoring to make societal 
connections. 

Best known for his research into crop circle and UFO subjects for three decades, Colin 
Andrews introduces new research findings of an intelligence that is interacting with 
both crop circle researchers and with many of the people who produce the hoaxes. In 
On the Edge of Reality, he and his co-author lay out some startling, mind-stretching 

new concepts that are challenging current reality and science. Among their many con-
clusions, facts and testimonies: 

 * Parallel cases of inexplicable exchanges between lights in the sky and crop circles  

*  Strange sounds in the sky heard and recorded around the world  

*  Photographic orbs of light 

*  Norway Spiral, a rotating spiral of light seen by hundreds in 2009 

*  Unexplained RADAR interference patterns 

The Andrews believe the intelligence is challenging people to a higher level of con-
sciousness, a belief that is shared by some native elders and that is supported by the 
2012 Mayan Prophecy, a subject addressed in depth in their recent bestseller, The Com-
plete Idiot’s Guide to 2012.                    

An  electrical engineer by profession, Colin Andrews coined the term “crop circle,” 
founded the first research organization, Circles Phenomenon Research, and compiled 
the largest database in the world on the subject. He is also responsible for discovering 
the correlation between patterns of RADAR interference and weather conditions in 
Australia, where weather modification projects are underway.  
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About the Authors:  Colin Andrews is a visionary and a veteran investigator of unusual 
phenomena. A popular media guest and speaker, he has appeared extensively on TV 
and radio, and he continues to present to audiences in universities and scientific institu-
tions and at public venues around the world. He has been a featured speaker at the In-
ternational UFO Congress, the World UFO Symposium, the USSR/USA Symposium at 
the University of California, the TRIAD Conference, the International Earth Conference 
in England, the Institute of Noetic Sciences in New York and at many more events. 

An advisor to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s cabinet and Queen Elizabeth on the 
subject of crop circles, he is the author of eight books, including: 

Circular Evidence  

The Complete Idiots Guide to the Akashic Record  

 

Synthia Andrews is the co-author of: 

The Path of Emotions: Transform Emotions Into Energy to Achieve Your Greatest Potential 

 The Path of Energy: Awaken your Personal Power and Expand Your Consciousness 

Acupressure and Reflexology For Dummies 
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